NEW HD DROP-IN REPLACEMENT CONVERSION KIT FOR FORD SCROLL COMPRESSORS
P/N 168197

Four Seasons® new HD drop-in replacement conversion kit for Ford scroll compressors offers a simple, no hassle, drop-in replacement option for high demand heavy duty applications.

CONVERSION KIT FEATURES:
• 4S® manufactured FS18 piston swash type compressor P/N 68197
• 4S® manufactured hose assembly P/N 56999
• Correct coil connector for easy drop-in replacement

KNOWN PATTERN FAILURE
Many Ford E-Series vehicles are relied upon by emergency first responders each and every day. Unfortunately, the O.E. Ford scroll compressor typically found in these types of A/C systems, are not as dependable due to inefficiencies at lower RPMs and sensitivity to liquid slugging. When a catastrophic compressor failure occurs, these units tend to generate large chunks of debris that are dispersed throughout the system.

Fleets and A/C Specialist servicing these high-demand applications, are frequently faced with this challenge. For them, they understand the importance of a quality repair with minimal downtime, but may see repeat failures when an O.E. scroll design is used as a replacement.

Scan the QR code above to learn more about P/N 168197.